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A N A LY T I C S M E E T S A U T O M AT I O N

Automate Your Analytics:
Complete Pharmacy Benefits
Optimization
Imagine a virtual pharmacy benefits expert analyzing your data every
single day, looking for opportunities to reduce cost and improve
outcomes, and instantly alerting you to take action immediately.

Xevant Unlocks The
Full Value of Your
Solutions
Xevant enables you to fully maximize the
value of your proven solutions by instantly
and autonomously identifying issues that
are uniquely solved by the solutions only
you can provide.

Save Time and Money: Automate

Accelerate Performance and Results

Replace decades-old, manual, and costly processes of
reporting and analysis by deploying Xevant’s full suite of
automated expert analytics.

Your clients depend on you to achieve the lowest costs
and highest outcomes. Streamline, accelerate, and
maximize client performance by identifying and solving
issues immediately.

Elevate Accuracy and Quality

Achieve Client Satisfaction and Retention

In today’s commodity-based view of pharmacy benefits,
a premium is placed on the ability to deliver better
quality. Xevant infuses proven, expert pharmacy analysis
in every daily review of claims.

Xevant creates an environment where clients would
never dream of leaving for fear of losing savings and
outcomes that only you can provide.

WWW.XEVANT.COM

(888) 774-5551

XEVANT
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Xevant By The Numbers

10,000
Clients Optimized
Over 10,000
employer groups

10B

3,000

20Yrs

Claims Analyzed

Reports Available

Success With Payers

Over 10 billion
claims

Over 3,000
reports from 300
dashboards

Over 20 years

Xevant: Analytics
Meets Automation

Xevant is a large collection of powerful data-focused solutions that
work together to save you time through automation and real-time
reporting. These seven modules are the core of Xevant.

DataLogic: Data Management and
Translation

ScripLogic: Real-Time Pharmacy Benefits

DataLogic transforms data from hundreds of vendors
- from PBMs to administrators - and integrates them
into a single source of truth. DataLogic is the engine
that drives all other Xevant solutions, making real-time
pharmacy data analysis possible.

ScripLogic delivers precise reports on pharmacy benefits.
With clear views into pharmacy data, you can review
utilization, drug, and member trends all from a single
location. Monitor active performance alerts, maximize
utilization performance, and identify key drivers of drug
costs in order to deliver cost savings for each client.

Xevant Scorecard: Centralized Performance
Management

FinanceLogic: Complete Pharmacy
Benefits Financial Insight

Over 100 key trends, insights, and analysis all in a single
view. The Scorecard contains quick and easy access to
the most critical pharmacy KPIs with the ability to drill
from the top metrics down to the most granular claim
details in seconds. A centralized location to determine
the pathway to pursue in optimizing each of your client
performances.

Ever wondered how well drug pricing performance
stacked up against contractual guarantees? How about
projected rebates based on specific client utilization?
FinanceLogic facilitates financial audits of both, every
day for every single claim. When combined with the
ability to receive daily, weekly, and monthly alerts, you
will have the resources at your fingertips to not only
know when it’s time to engage but what exactly to do
about it.
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ClinicalLogic: Clinical Program Optimization
Clinical programs are uniquely yours. ClinicalLogic
helps to enhance and automate the arduous analytical
requirement of reporting on patient behavior and clinical
program performance so you don’t have to. Instead
of running daily patient reports to identify qualified
patients for your clinical programs, custom reports show
up in your inbox tailored to your programs. All you have
to do is run your clinical program and ClinicalLogic will
do the rest.

AlertLogic: The Power of Automated
Performance Management
The ultimate in claims analysis, performance tracking,
and client management. Enable client and business
stakeholders to track performance across any or all
clients and across all reporting performance metrics.
Instead of running dozens of reports for each client and
pouring over them to identify issues and opportunities,
AlertLogic will do this every single day, for every single
client, and tap you on the shoulder when it’s time to
engage.

BidLogic: Real-time Claims Repricing and
Proposals
Xevant’s proprietary “Data in Motion” suite of apps
enables lighting fast claims repricing. BidLogic analyzes
vast claims datasets against an unlimited number
of PBM rates resulting in immediate client savings
opportunities - presented within comprehensive,
automated proposals. From claims data to custom
pricing proposals, BidLogic can produce a highly custom
pricing proposal in less than a few minutes. Even better,
it will protect your bottom line by helping you to select
the best rate for your clients and your business.

SCHEDULE A DEMO OR TALK TO AN EXPERT TODAY
(888) 774-5551

sales@xevant.com

www.xevant.com
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